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The dream conveys a wide range of feelings
Fromm criticizes Freud
Freud, Fromm says, remains one of the most prominent figure of Human Sciences just because he
discovered the art of dream interpretation.
The dream, says Freud, is the main road to unconscious’ understanding. It embodies imaginative
powers whose existence is ignored by our awake existence. It is distorted by the influence of a
skilful censorship, operating even while we are sleeping, which compels the dreamer to distort the
real meaning of the dreamlike thought.
Freud’s essential intuition was indentifying dreams as the hidden expression of the realization of
sexual desires, and therefore, their satisfaction. His sexual theory, anyway, did not allow him going
beyond this point, and the theory on dreams held steady together with it; the whole had to be part of
an organically arranged domain within the dual instinct/death drive theory. He could not
understand, though, that within the dream is displayed the whole range of feelings, desires, fears or
meaningful thoughts of the individual.
Fromm goes beyond the bonds of sexual conception and in the course of his observations realized
they carry not only desires but, often, also an intuitive view of our own condition or of somebody
else’s personality. It is possible to state the sleep to be the sole condition of actual freedom;
consequently we manage to observe the world in subjective terms more than according to imposed
social norms and rules which lead us during waking. In the dream we see ourselves, the world, and
our relationship with it as it really is, that is, the meaning we give to it. There is no pressure to
satisfy quotidianity’s immediate concerns which lead us manipulating thought and feelings.
In Freud’s opinion everything had to be brought back mechanically to infantile sexuality; in his
view the dream is never an act of open communication, and he likens it to a cipher which can be
decoded using as only interpretation key sex. Freud undoubtedly made a great discovery affirming
dreams are the symbolical satisfaction of desires, even if, stopping at this point, he undermined this
domain, doing of this discovery a dogma turned out to be reductive for comprehending both waking
and dreamlike worlds. Not all the dreams, to be understood, need to be brought back to drive
theory. Dreams can possibly be the fulfillment of desires, but they can also express angst or deep
intuitions about ourselves or other people. Human being, when awake, must necessarily think in
terms of space and time, thence, his feelings and thoughts, are used to solve challenges and have the
task of controlling the surrounding world and stand up against external attacks. The sleeping human
being, on the contrary, is free from defensive tasks; while sleeping, the necessity of mastering the
surrounding world gives out, we are free from commitments and skirmishes, and this makes
possible to see the authentic inner world’s fight. While asleep, then, we are not subdued to the laws
of reality. The mental activity during sleep time shows a logic which differs from that of awake
existence. During sleep we don’t pay attention to that feelings whose importance is noticeable
during waking. If, for example, we realized a man to be fearful, it is possible to dream of him as a
rabbit .
Dreams are not only the fulfillment of desires or the expression of sexual feelings; in our dreams we
express also the necessity of explaining the reason why we do something or why we think in one
way rather than in another.
This is what we commonly say “reasoning”, which is born from the needing of understanding what
happens to us; since experiencing inexplicable feelings is intolerable, we are led to invent stories to
explain why we feel fear, joy, love, hate, etc. Within the dream we convey to reason the genuine
emotions we feel much more distinctly while asleep than in waking. This means, even while asleep,
we show a tendency to arrange for emotions to seem reasonable as they do during waking. Within
dreams we are not only less reasonable, less decorous, less committed to daily compromises, but
also smarter, wiser, braver and capable of sharper judgments beside waking time. In our dreams we
can even turn our office manager, that we consider silly and assuming, into a chicken, or a friend
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who betrayed our confidence into a worm. It means, in our dreams, we can live feelings such as
they really are, without rational alchemic constructions; this is what the dream’s reasonableness
consists in. Not expressed emotions never fade, they go on existing and showing with different
shapes. Our conscience believes she got rid of unpleasant strains, but they reappear masked,
insomuch as our conscious thought is no longer able to recognize them; they are present in the form
of neurotic symptom. Since it was unconceivable for a decent and priggish city dweller of the XVIII
century’s Wien to accept the crazy inclinations taking part in dreams, Freud found a solution: these
beastly instincts did not belong to the adult individual, they were the expression of the inner wild
child speaking into dreams. Freud believes the main feature of the oneiric language to be the
camouflage and distortion of irrational desires. Such an idea is momentous for symbolism notion;
he reckoned the camouflage and distortion of the hidden desire as the primary function of the
dream. The symbolical language is conceived as a secret code, so that, the dream interpretation, is
the operation through which the code is deciphered. In Freud’s opinion, the symbolical language
cannot express every kind of thought and feeling, but just some primitive and instinctual desire.
Most of the symbols are of sexual nature.
Anyway, the content of a dream, is not always related to childhood; nakedness, for instance, is not
always the manifestation of infantile sexual exhibitionism, it could also represent sincerity, or that
we are unpretentious, while being dressed could be the expression of thoughts and feelings which
other people assign us but we actually don’t have.
Thus, a naked body can symbolize our true-self, while dresses could be the representation of a
social-self thinking and feeling basing on civilization-pattern, the “cultural armor”. If an individual
dreams about being naked, it could be the expression of the desire of being actually himself, and the
felt discomfort could represent the fear of disapproval. The dream, therefore, is not always the
simple fulfillment of an infantile sexual desire, it can express every kind of mental activity, reason
why we can get to a different interpretation.
Symbolism’s conception is the utmost disagreement point between Freud and Jung as well.
Freud brings the symbol back to genitality and the early stages of libido. Jung widens symbol’s
meaning not bringing it back to phallus, vagina, feces, anus, breast or mouth. To Freud, tower
means phallus and cellar means vagina. To Jung, on the contrary, the tower represents isolation,
encapsulation, sheltering from the outside, pride, haughtiness, etc.; while the cellar symbolizes the
dark, the unconscious, the maternal, a space lying beneath the building. The reading of dreams
makes possible to see a wide set of desires, distresses and fears. It appears difficult to understand
the amount of open elements present in a dream analyzing a single one. It’s important, then, not to
consider the reading of a dream as a definitively closed and accomplished fact; the dream is an open
matter, which can be read every time on a different level and indicate several feelings. The reading
of a dream looks like the reading of something whose different colours, nuances, and shadows form
the meaning of the expression of a wide set of feelings.
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